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The Transsexual Scientist:
       The Causation and Experience of
      Transsexualism and Transgenderism

Dana J. Bevan, Ph. D. 

Have you ever wondered what the experience of  
       transsexualism or transgenderism (TSTG) is like 
          or what causes these phenomena?

Dana can be reached at 
danabevan@earthlink.net or at her blog 
http://biopsychologytstg.cniib.com/BiopsychologyTSTG/ 
or you can tweet her at @danajbevan.

This book provides answers to these questions by creating a new genre 
of  literature that incorporates both autobiography and understandable 
science. The autobiographical information is based on self-observations 
of  a Ph.D. psychologist and extends for over fifty years from her 
discovery at age 4 that she was a transsexual. The scientific analysis is 
organized to parallel the autobiographical story. This book is intended 
for those with personal or professional interest in TSTG or those 
interested in a tale of  self-discovery.

As a scientist, the author has spent 7 years critically reviewing over 2700 
scientific articles and has found over 60 proposed causes of  TSTG. Like 
a detective story, most of  these candidate “suspects” can be eliminated 
by analyzing the available scientific evidence. These include many of  
the most commonly believed causal factors, including lifestyle choice, 
sexual fetish, prenatal hormone levels, mental disorder, and a “gender 
center” in the brain. Her analysis reveals two likely causal factors that 
can work together or separately to produce TSTG.

holds a Ph.D. in Psychology from Princeton University      
and a B.A. in Psychology from Dartmouth College. Her  
projects have received numerous awards for technical 
innovation and she has contributed to important 
projects for the military and intelligence communities. 
Dr. Bevan has presented her research at major 
gatherings including IFGE, Southern Comfort and 
WPATH. She has also taught training courses for 
medical professionals on TSTG.
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